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Abstract—Power optimization is a highlighted topic of 

High-Performance Computing, this paper gives a survey 

of previous research about power optimization 

techniques and prediction of power and energy 

utilization. This paper focus on software directed study of 

power optimization, where this survey contains review of 

basic mechanisms and tools used for it, and it also 

includes various domains that are Power Capping, 

Energy Cap-ping using RAPL, Job scheduling using 

Portable batch system tool, Node variability, Application 

run time variability, DVFS, System level profiling. Based 

on these domains various problems and opportunities 

regarding power optimization are mentioned, with the 

recent research directions in this area. 

Key Words: High Performance Computing,Power 

profiling, Power optimization, Power saving and 

Scientific workloads. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In High-Performance Computing, Performance is 

mostly related to speed or fast execution. The speed 

of a computer is it’s top-notch priority and it is a 

greater aspect which will be enhanced timely. HPC 

is a system which is used for high definition 

applications with high speed and utmost reliability. 

HPC combines various technologies like 

algorithms, computer architecture, programs and 

electronics, system software to solve advance 

problems effectively under single shelter. HPC 

technology is implemented in many areas such as 

bio- science, geographical data, oil and gas industry 

modeling, electronic design automation, climate 

modeling, media, and entertain-ment. complex 

designs and increase in speed imply significant 

power consumption. So many different design 

techniques are developed to reduce power. Today’s 

integrated circuits consist over 100 millions of 

transistor over 1 GHZ clock frequency, which 

results in slow manual power optimization and 

battery lifetime is determining aspect for a product 

sale. exorbitant heat removal system needed due to 

the problem of heat dissipation. No equipment is 

100% efficient, our goal is to efficiently use all the 

components of the system to its peak load power 

provided, it is predicted that in future the 

supercomputer would be power limited rather than 

budget limited. According to Balaprakash, 

Prasanna, et al. international agency energy 

consumption will be reduced by one-third up to 

2050. A survey done by Electrical manufacturer’s 

catalogs operating temperature for the majority of 

equipment is 40 C to 50 C. Higher the internal 

temperature of the component, lesser its 

lifetime[23]. The power consumption is sublime, 

they are expected to reach Exa-FLOPS by 2023, 

Currently the most powerful and fastest 

supercomputer is Sunway TaihuLight reaching 

93.015 Peta-FLOP on LINPACK benchmark, it 

com-prises 40,960 nodes, it is three times efficient 

and twice faster than Tianhe-2 which has a 

performance of 33.86 Peta-FLOPS on LINPACK 

benchmark. In 2016 Tianhe-2 use 17.8MW and 

Sunway uses 15 MW power at a cost of US$273 

million, Sunway computes 6 billion calculations per 

watt. The world’s fastest supercomputer certainly 

has some limitations as it is said great power comes 

at a great cost. High power consump-tion causes 

enormous environment pollution. According to U.S 

Environment Protection Agency [24] the overall 

consumption rises to about 100 billion kWh by 

2011 or about 2.9% of total US consumption. The 

remaining part of paper is organized as follows, 

Section 2 reviews how basic mechanisms can be 

used for power optimization with an exploration of 

new ideas and algorithms. Section 3 gives a 

comparative analysis of all techniques and 

methodologies used in papers. Section 4 concludes 
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the paper with summary and discussion for future 

direction. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

A. Power capping in HPC 

This section reviews one of the popular power 

saving technique that is power capping. Power 

capping is nothing but setting some threshold value 

of power at any given time and power consumption 

of supercomputer do not exceed this value. 

Borghesi et al. proposed two different methods for 

power capping that are I)Priority rule-based (PRB) 

al-gorithm II)Novel hybrid approach containing 

Constraint pro-gramming(CP) and heuristic 

technique. Average queue time as an evaluation 

metric were used to compare these two techniques 

which solve scheduling and resource allocation 

problem of a supercomputer, Eurora Supercomputer 

is used as a test bed. Portable Batch System (PBS) 

tool used for scheduling workload on Eurora, its a 

job scheduler. CP used in Eurora to solve 

scheduling and resource allocation problem. CP has 

been used many times with successive result is one 

of the reasons behind using this. PRB is another 

method used for power capping and for deciding the 

priority of input jobs and intensify constraint on all 

resources of the supercomputer including power by 

Borghesi et al. PRB algorithm runs on each node of 

Eurora with two mechanisms that is I) Hybrid 

approach with no feedback mechanism & II) Hybrid 

approach 

with feedback mechanism. There are negligible 

differences in both the mechanisms. David et al. 

propose an architecture of RAM which is mainly 

based on power capping and power 

measurement. Two memory power measurement 

techniques were proposed I) Direct approach & II) 

Indirect approach. Agilent 3470 data acquisition 

system measures the memory power, stress tool is 

used to make memory traffic patterns Indirect 

approach mainly describes memory power model. 

Activities like Read, Write, Activate, CLK-High, 

Clk-Low etc are depicted in this model and their 

predefined provided weight, Genetic algorithm to 

build a model for identification and experimental 

results of activity are used by this power model 

which are based on power approximation. Power 

budget measuring is done by using RAPL model 

which is based on specified time limit, time window 

and memory bandwidth. SPEC CPU-2000 and 

SPEC-jbb benchmark are used as test beds. The 

budget for next interval is computed by RAPL 

algorithm and entire window is used for it, they 

don’t represent most recent workload phase 

behavior. Marathe et al. introduce Conductor which 

is a run-time system, it distributes total power to 

nodes efficiently and improves performance, two 

main techniques were used for this. I) Configuration 

space exploration 

II) Adaptive power balancing. Configuration space 

exploration dynamically selects DVFS state and 

optimum thread con-currency level of hardware. 

The critical path is determined by adaptive power 

balancing so that power is distributed to that path. 

The algorithm used in a conductor has 4 phases 

I) Initialization, II) Configuration Exploration, III) 

Adaptive Configuration, IV) Power reallocation. 

The test bed is Xeon E5-2670 cluster at LLNL with 

1200 node, each node has 2 core processors and 

DRAM of size 32 GB. Conductors performance get 

enhanced through reallocating power at MPI 

process and in the case of blocking MPI call in 

order to select configurations and capture slack time 

their profilers suffer from some overhead

J) . Shoukourian et al. focus on parallel application 

scheduling which deals with the prob-lem of finding 

the optimal resource configuration for given 

application that will lessen consumed Energy on 

application execution time and immediate average 

power consumption, and an efficient algorithm is 

provided to do so. Shoukourian et al. makes use of 

software- defined power capping, Power variation 

Aware Algorithm, Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 

Scaling (DVFS) mechanism, Configuration Adviser 

plug-in. Shoukourian et al. use data center energy / 

power monitoring tool along with resource 

management tools. At the compute nodes power 

varies around 17%, 8.4% at CoolMUC system. A 

maximum of 3% variation in TtS for 178 compute 

single-node HPL. Efficient usage of a large scale 

HPC system was made by hardware based power 

capes which are difficult since hardware limit will 

waste the available system power in most scenarios, 

additionally, the approach presented in this does not 

consider the power diversity among the compute 

nodes. Shoukourian et al. say that same 

performance within multiple CPUs were sustained 
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by previous generations and compensation for 

variability in hardware manufacturing by 

Fig. 

1.  Comparison of top 10 Supercomputers 

 

variable power consumption through measurements 

on an Intel Sandy Bridge-EP cluster. Tools used are 

Intel Xeon E5-2690 (Sandy Bridge-EP) and the 

Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 (Haswell-EP) and Intel 

Xeon E5-2680 v3 (Haswell-EP) used as a test bed. 

Overall 10% power losses were observed and 

common power cap regulations were forced due to 

which a limit in scalability and performance 

variability were observed. 

B. Method level profiling 

Noureddine et al. propose a new software approach 

E-SURGEON including system library called as 

POWERAPI and software surveil which represents 

JALEN(Software level profiling architecture). The 

power consumption of application functions based 

on basic information gathered from hardware 

devices(network-card, CPU), operating system 

(PowerAPI), software(CPU time, bytes transmitted 

through the network) is calculated by E-Surgeon. 

Noureddine et al. used java based applications to 

implement this approach and validates it using Jetty 

Web Server. Dell precision T3400 workstation 

along with Intel core 2 Quad processor(Q6600)with 

Ubuntu Linux 11.04 and java 1.6 is used as a test 

bed. Raw watt values are not much relevant because 

direct measurement varies notably between 

hardware, due to limitations of the heavy overhead 

of prototype production use. 

C. Dynamic Duty Cycle Modulation 

Porterfield et al. proposed a simple model which is 

based on Dynamic Duty Cycle Modulation, the 

model implemented in MPI profiling interface for 

various operations and used together with three 

applications without any change in source code, and 

also presents variation between different HPC 

applications such as ADCIRC, WRF and LQCD. To 

control 

power Porterfield et al. uses RAPL power capping 

mechanism. Test-Bed used is 16 Dell M420 nodes 

within a single blade-center. Each node has two 8-

core Intel Xeon CPU. Porterfield et al. describe test 

cases for power optimization in the run to run 

variation within 3 HPC applications and according 

to applications types performance varies, so it 

consists just study of HPC applications. 

D. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling 

Lin et al. propose two new techniques I) User 

Driven Dynamic Scaling (UDFS) & II) Process 

Driven Voltage Scal-ing(PDVS). UDFS uses direct 

feedback to handle on-line control algorithm which 

is used to control processor frequency. UDFS 

divided into two parts I) UDFS1 takes a button to 

click which is nothing but users feedback and 

according to that it increase or decrease frequency 

and II) UDFS2 attempting to find the lowest 

frequency at which user feels cosy and stabilize 

their. PDVS finds least stable voltage for various 

combination of temperature and frequency off-line 

and then its used by on-line control algorithm to 

decide voltage based on current temperature and 

frequency. UDFS and PDVS are united, if they 

don’t combine, it can not give Best results. 

E. Prediction of energy and power consumption 

To improve prediction accuracy, Shoukourian et al. 

use an extended version of AEPCP(Adaptive 

Energy and Power Con-sumption Prediction)model. 

Name of extended AEPCP model is 

LACP(Lightweight Adaptive Consumption 

Prediction), this model basically used for improving 

energy performance cost estimation and identifies 

optimal resource configuration, test-Bed 

environment for implementing LACP is SuperMUC 

Su-percomputer, and uses IBM Load-leveller, this 

LACP mod-eling approach doesn’t require any 

internal knowledge of application, LACP model 

takes 3 inputs I) Applications unique identifier II) 

Number of compute nodes III) maximum CPU 

frequency, tools used for this is PowerDAM (Power 

data Aggregation Monitor) software tool and IBM 

Load-leveller, LACP model generates application 

specific result with 7% Energy to solution error 
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with respect to different CPU fre-quency for 450 

compute nodes with high CPU frequency. Srbu et 

al. present 2 level model of power consumption for 

a hybrid supercomputer, this model merge 3 

technologies CPU, GPU and MIC (Many Integrated 

Core) to gain energy efficiency, they present system 

level power consumption for Eurora, which is 

installed at CINECA and its a hybrid HPC system. 

The machine consists of one rack with 64 nodes, 

CPUs (8-core Intel Xeon E5 CPUs), GPUs (Nvidia 

Tesla Kepler) and MICs (Intel Xeon Phi). they get 

Results in two steps that are as follow- I) Burgeon 

relation between total system power and power used 

by computing component & II) Power consump-

tion of computing components is predicted from 

workload data which is based on Support Vector 

Regression Approach. These two steps are 

combined to get a final prediction of system level 

power. The workload is handled by using Portable 

Batch System scheduler. Historical data had used 

for analysis and 

its performed off-line, and it can not distinguish 

between the system failure and monitoring failure. 

The platform, for that it requires extra event base 

method. Storlie et al. proposed the key idea, that is 

to present a framework with which to predict with 

some dilemma how much power a given job will 

need and then use this prediction to provide an 

optimum node-level power capping strategy. Power 

capping is one of the two mechanisms used in this 

paper, the other one is Bayes approach. Test bed 

used is LUNA supercomputer at LOS Alamos 

national laboratory (LANL). 

F. Modeling and simulation of HPC jobs 

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) is the ratio 

between the power consumption of whole data 

center and power con-sumption of IT equipment 

alone, the key idea presented by Borghesi, et al. is 

to provide a model with high precision which can 

rate the power consumption of different applications 

running on HPC. The aim of power capping is to 

reduce TDP of each element. Eurora used as a test 

bed. Fundamentally the job runs on a node, 

complications arises when several jobs run on the 

same node. Job dispatchers must know the power 

required or at least an approximation of applications 

prior to the schedule. Borghesi, et al. uses machine 

learning view which makes use of previously stored 

data for the prophecy of power consumption. This 

method only focuses on jobs which acquire the 

whole node is one of the limitations of this method, 

Single job error isn’t calculated here instead two 

average metrics(total estimated power and total real 

power) are evaluated which comes up as another 

limitation of this method. Tufo, et al.gives an 

overview of top 50 supercomputer’s design. 

Conventional hardware vendors who acquire 

container facility and some mechanical components 

such as electrical, networking, chilled water 

distribution etc are provided with Turnkey solutions 

along with server, storage, and networking 

equipment. One of the major benefit was the time 

saved in development and deployment also the 

result of having both the facility and system 

deployed in the same quarter. Tufo, et al. uses 2 

mechanisms that are Cirrascale’s cooling approach 

and Holistic Design Approach. Test-bed used by 

Tufo, et al. is IBM POWER6-based system. 

Humidor system is obtainable through Dells Data 

Centre Solutions (DCS) unit on a finite basis that’s 

a limitation of this method. Patki, et al. gives an 

algorithm named as RMAP.The objective for 

RMAP is to improve utilization of system power 

and application performance, and thus reduce jobs 

total turnaround time. RMAP, greedy algorithm, 

space search algorithm, (ILP) methodologies are 

used. Test bed used here is named as Vulcan present 

at LLNL laboratory. Result enhances system power 

utilization while sticking to stern power bounds 

which are job-level and accelerates to 31% (19% on 

average) and 54% (36% on average). As the system 

is not power constrained adaptive policy with a 

threshold is finite as expected. The static job queue, 

and no discussion of overall turnaround time are 

some of the limitations here. 

G. RAPL: Energy capping 

One model proposed by Shoukourian, et al. gives 

conduct of energy and power with respect to 

utilized computing nodes which is adaptive energy 

and power consumption (AEPCP) model, used to 

foresee EtS (Energy-to-Solution), TtS (Time-to-

Solution), APC (Average Power Consumption) 

prediction, precision of application is improved by 

this analytic model. To avoid problem the required 

computation stays sustained, unconventional from 

the number of compute nodes utilized, called as 

strong scaling. Input problem size of the appli-

cation is constant for each utilized compute node, 
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even if input problem size increases even then 

execution time of application shows sustained 

behavior termed as weak scaling. Two benchmarks 

used I) Hydro & II) EPOCH, application specific 

results and detail behavior of energy power con-

sumption with respect to computing nodes are 

generated by this model. Ellsworth, et al. 

investigates performance and scalability of an 

application agnostic run-time power sched-ule 

(POWsched) which is capable of enforce system-

wide power limit. POWsched is durable and has 

very less overhead. (POWsim) for exploring 

dynamic power scheduling conduct and forcing a 

scale to contribute model and simulator is given by 

Ellsworth, et al. In order to enhance floating point 

operations per second (FLOPS) a horizontal 

scaling policy for parallel applications in the last 

ten year’s is followed. Hardware over-

provisioning, where much hardware is made 

available than can be powered at the maximal 

draw at a time Ellsworth, et al. A key to the 

approach is Intel’s running Average Power Limit 

(RAPL) which gives power cap per socket. A 

global power bound and simple heuristics is 

ensured by POWsched which is dynamic power 

scheduler. RAPL power capping mechanism is 

used here. RAPL interface and high-level model of 

system interactions used. Ellsworth, et al. produces 

average power savings of 12.5% and loss of 5.2%. 

Due to node over-subscription in the job scheduler 

limitation, they were unable to launch one MPI 

process per core for benchmarks that have the best 

performance with MPI. Peter E. Bailey, et al. 

introduces an approach to determine hybrid MPI + 

OpenMP applications computational performance 

on a per application basis,which uses linear 

Programming (LP) formulation to minimize 

schedules of application in various power 

constraints, where a schedule contains a no. of 

OpenMP threads and DVFS state for each section 

of computation in-between adjacent MPI calls. 

Linear Programming (LP), DVFS, Nontrivial 

Optimization based approach mechanisms are used 

and run-time power reallocation algorithm used by 

Peter E. Bailey, et al. to minimize RAPL 

limitations and to reduce load imbalance. Tools 

such as benchmark were designed to exhibit 

performance and scaling behavior. Testbed used 

such as SP and BT from NAS-MZ. The maximum 

error of 1.1% is noted. Peter E. Bailey, mainly 

focuses on a single node. 

H. Node variability and Processor Power 

optimization is Eurora supercomputer developed 

by Eurotech and Cineca which ranked first in 

green 500 list in July 2013 achieving 3.2GFlops/W 

on Linpack benchmark peak power consumption 

30.7KW,(Intel Xeon E5, Intel Xeon Phi, NVIDIA 

Kepler K20). Borghesi, et al. faced two types of 

problems 1) Resource al- location 2) Scheduling 

problems, these two problems can be addressed 

using constraint programming. The allocation and 

scheduling problems are divided into two stages 

A) Obtain a schedule using relaxed CP model. 

B)Find a feasible solution using heuristic 

techniques. The idea is to relate energy consumed 

by a node to the workload of such a node. The 

overall energy of node = TDP. Sum of all job 

requirement’s will not exceed the available 

capacity is ensured in scheduling problem. Each 

job is mapped on one node and in-feasibilities 

generated at previous stages are fixed. An 

algorithm named Priority Rules Bond Scheduling 

(PRB) is designed. The prob-lem with this is 

Borghesi, et al. have no constraint on the total 

duration of schedule, it is always possible to delay 

a job until the system will have enough available 

resources to run it. A feasible solution is 

guaranteed using this solution. Scogland, et al. 

Explores the validity within a single run in the 

context inter-nodes power variation according to 

time, and advanced power and energy measure 

requirements for supercomputers are processed, 

The Green 500 and Top 500 accepts some of them 

and uses them, to ensure consistent ac-curacy. The 

mechanisms used are Standard Performance Eval-

uation Corporation (SPEC) methodology, The EE 

HPC WG power measurement methodology. T. 

Endo, et al. ultra green supercomputing is used as 

a test bed. This approach gives terrific accuracy, 

but does not scale well to supercomputing, where 

several distributed meters are often required to 

measure even a significant subset of a system. The 

entire core phase is not covered by power 

mechanism. Wilde, et al. discusses existing Node 

power variation in two HPC systems. Three energy 

saving techniques are described here A)Node 

power-aware scheduling, B)Node power-aware 

system partitioning, C)Node ranking based on 

power variations. CooLMUC ex-perimentation 

HPC cluster at LRZ(Leibniz Supercomputing 

Centre of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and 

Humanities ), SuperMUC supercomputer at LRZ 
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are testbed’s used over here. Wilde, et al. shows a 

node power variation of 7% when idle and 5%, 

SuperMUC the power difference between the best 

and worst node is 42W (18.9%), nearly 50% more 

energy is saved by node ranking based on power 

variation in each ranking than power aware system 

partitioning, the possible theoretical energy 

savings are raised up to 931.42 kWh. Over the 

relatively short life time of an HPC system node 

power variation does not change even though 

semiconductors age’s overtime. 

 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Borghesi, et al. energy was saved using processor 

frequency. NP-Hard problems are solved using 

Constraint Programming (CP) and Integer Linear 

Programming(ILP). Test bed used 

This Comparative analysis contains short but core 

infor-mation of various papers which includes new 

techniques, tools, methodologies used for 

optimization, prediction, and simulation of power 

consumption. This analysis helps in future 

direction research and studies. 

 
 Domain Name Mechanism  Inputs Tools  Test Bed Energy Sav- Limitations  

No           Used     ings       

1 Power  Power 1.  Priority User and Portable Eurora  60% reduc- Minimal (10%) 

 Cap-  Capping based   appli-  Batch  Supercom- tion in av- difference   

 ping[1]  in High algorithm 2. cation  System puter with erage queue in 2 hybrid 

   Performance Novel Hybrid resource (PBS) 2 octacore times   approaches  

   Computing Approach  request   CPU          

   system     (Jobs)              

2 Predict- Predicting Benchmarks  Unique Power- Super MUC There is  41 EtS/APC   

 ing the the energy used for identifier dam  Supercom- W difference measurement  

 energy  and power validate  for each Software puter  in   average may not be 

 and power consumption propsed model applica- Tool     power  completely  

 consump- of strong , 1. Hydro & tion       draw  of prcised   

 tion[2]  and weak 2. EPOCH         computing     

   scaling HPC            nodes       

   application                   

3 Power and Predicting Benchmarks  unique Power- Super-MUC 0.49 Kw  in It has highest 7% 

 Energy  Energy Con- used 1.Hydro identifier dam  supercom- energy sav- EtS error of dif- 

 cap-  sumption 2.EPOCH  for each software puter  ings   ferent CPU fre- 

 ping[3]  Relevant     applica- tool, IBM       quency   

   Indicators     tion and Load-           

   of Strong     available leveler           

   Scaling HPC     appli-              

   Applications     cations             

   for Different     historical             

   Compute     power and             

   Resource     energy             

   Configura-     data              

   tions                   

4 Power  Run-Time 2 techniques End of ap- 4  bench- 1200 node 30% power slack time and 

 limiting system used   plication marks Xeon  saved   configurations 

 HPC  for power 1.Configura-  timestep, used  E5-2670    orderly  captured 

 applica- constrained tion  space appli-  1.CoMD, cluster at    for blocking MPI 

 tion[4]  HPC appln. exploratn  cation  LULES- LLNL,each    call  and due to 

     2.Adaptive  behavior. H2.0,  node  has    that their profiles 

     power     ParaDiS, 2  core    suffer from extra 

     balancing    SP and processors    overhead i.e 34 

           BT from and 32  GB    Ms per MPI 

           NAS-MZ of DRAM    blocking call.  
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Sr Domain Name  Mechanism Inputs  Tools Test Bed Energy Sav- Limitations  

No          Used   ings      

5 Memory RAPL:  Genetic  Input   Synthet- SPEC-CPU- 40% target To compute 

 Power Memory  algorithm for GA- ic 2000 and performance budget  for next 

 cap- Power  for power weights  memory SPEC-jbb achieved interval  entire 

 ping[5] Estimation estimation, and   power benchmark   sliding window 

  and Capping RAPL power activities. stress tool sets on   is used by 

     budgeting Input  for  single socket   algorithm  and 

       RAPL       most   recent 

               workload  stage 

               behaviour is not 

               represented. 

6 Find HAL  Power  Raw  In- Power- Dell  They show variable  direct 

 energy Run-time  monitoring formation, API, Jalen precision energy  measurement 

 hotspot at Monitoring approach collected Software T3400  hotpots at between   

 method of Software called ”E- from    workstation method level hardware  gives 

 level [6] Energy  Surgeon” hardware  with Intel   less  relevant 

  Hotspots    and    core 2 Quad   raw watt values 

       software  processor   and due to 

       devices       high prototyping 

               ,production usage 

               is limited.  

7 System Predicting  Support Vector Location Portable Eurora Su- Error  analysis   

 level System-level Regression and no of batch percomputer below 5%. presented  for 

 power Power for Approach resources system with 64 Workload historical  data 

 consump- a Hybrid   used   software nodes and error  below was performed 

 tion[7] Supercom-   by each  2  octa core 3%  off-line.   

  puters    job at a  processors       

       particular          

       time            

 

Sr Domain Name   Mechanism Inputs Tools  Test Bed Energy Sav- Limitations  

No        Used    ings        

8 Run to run Application RAPL power ADCIRC (Energy 16 Dell ADCIRC-at This paper con- 

 variation Run-time  capping  for strome plugins- M420 nodes 60W-12.9% sists just study of 

 in Variability mechanism surge Slurm) for within  WRF-at  HPC applications 

 execution and Power   modeling ADCIRC a single 55W-2%      

 time  and Optimization    Slurm for bladecenter         

 energy for Exascale    WRF            

 usage[8] computers                

9 Dynamic User Driven Dynamic UDFS, UDFS- IBM  57.3%  If UDFS and 

 Voltage Frequency Speed scaling PDVS- CPU fre- Thinkpad on DVFS PDVS  are 

 and Scaling and   CPU’s quency= T43 p, UDFS2  combined then 

 Frequency Process    current Windows 2.13 GHz (24.9%)  it can give best 

 Scaling[9] driven     frequency perfor-  Pentium and PDVS results   

  Voltage    and  tem- mance  M-770 CPU, (32.4%)       

  Scaling    perature Counter 1Gb          

10 Kernel 

Multi

-   Code  SPAT, Orio  Super-MUC 0.49 kW  in For a single 

 [10] Objective  Optimization TORCH,   with 155.656 energy sav- process,  this 

  Optimization through  CS-   processors ings   multi-objective 

     mathematical PARSE,   core     analysis can  be 
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     formatn  miniFE        more expensive 

               than  single- 

               objective  

               analysis.   

11 Dynamic Dynamic  RAPL power Jobs, POW-  The RAPL Average  In  the job 

 Power Power   capping  Power sched,  interface, power  scheduler their is 

 shar- sharing for mechanism scheduler POWmon, High-level savings of some limitations 

 ing[11] Higher Job   (POW- and  model of 12.5% with on  node and 

  Throughput   sched), POWsim system  an average due to this  its 

       Simulator   interactions loss of 5.2% impossible to 

       (POW-        launch one MPI 

       sim)        process for each 

               core for highest 

               performance  

               benchmarks with 

               MPI.    

 

 Domain Name   Mechanism Inputs  Tools Test Bed  Energy Sav- Limitations  

No         Used    ings      

12 Job MS3:   Power  Physical- - Eurora Su- Idle power This  paper 

 Sched- Mediter-  Capping, ly   percomputer amounts to was  mainly 

 uler[12] ranean  - (DVFS), calibrated,  with  64 the  70% concentrated on 

  Stile Job Constraint (Jobs).  nodes  and of the total increasing  the 

  Scheduler  Programming Power   2 Octa core power  standard of job 

  for   Super- and Integer model of  processors    scheduler rather 

  computers  Linear  the HW        focusing  on 

  do less when Programming resources        energy and power 

  it’s too hot             consumption. 

13 Node Node   Standard Stan-dard - T. Endo, A. Up to 3% er- entire  core 

 Variabil- Variability in Performance Perfor-  Nukada, and ror has now phase doesn’t 

 ity[13] Large Scale Evaluation mance   S. Matsuoka. been  shown covered by power 

  Power Mea- Corporation Eval-   TSUBAME- to be higher measurement. 

  surements:  (SPEC) uation   KFC: Ultra than 20% in     

  Perspectives methodology, Corpo-  green super- multiple      

  from the The EE ration   computing        

  Green500,  HPC WG (SPEC)  testbed         

  Top500 and methodology Vulcan            

  EEHPCWG   systems at            

       LLNL             

14 Node Taking   Node power Nodes  Unified Leibniz  Node  HPC system’s 

 power Advantage  aware  and 2 Test energy Super   ranking  life time is 

 variability Of Node scheduling, beds  efficiency computing saves 50% relatively  short 

 [14] Power   Node power   evaluation Center   energy total and node power 

  variation in aware system   tool set (LRZ),  931.42 kWh variation doesn’t 

  Homoge-  partitioning,    CooLMUC    change over it. 

  neous HPC Node ranking    experi-         
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  Systems to based on    mentation        

  Save Energy power     HPC cluster        

     variation    SuperMUC        

          super-          

          computer         

Sr Domain Name  Mechanism Inputs  Tools  Test Bed  Energy Sav- Limitations  

No          Used     ings        

15 Power Modeling Power  User  and -  Luna super- Smaller than -    

 consump- and  Capping,  appli-    computer at 5%        

 tion in Predicting Bayes  cation    Los Alamos         

 HPC  Power  Approach  resource   National          

 Jobs[15] consumption   request   Laboratory         

   of High   (Jobs)    (LANL)          

   Performance                   

   Computing                   

   Jobs                    

16 Power Power  Power  Per  ap- Data  -   17% among power diversity 

 Variation Variation capping,  plication center     the  compute between  

 Advisor Aware  Power variatio available energy     nodes,8.4% computing  

 for HPC Configuraion Aware  historical /   power    in COOL- nodes  doesn’t 

 Sched- Advisor for Algorithm energy / monitor-    MUC,3%  considered by 

 ulers[16] Scalable ,(DVFS)  power / ing and    variation in the  approach 

   HPC  Configuration time data resource    TtS    introduced in this 

   Schedulers Adviser plug-    man-         paper.   

     in     agement            

          tools             

17 Jobs  Predictive ML  approach, The  job -  Eurora Su- Average  jobs  which 

 power Modelling Power  name, Job   percomputer prediction  cover   entire 

 consump- for Job Capping,  start time,   with  64 error 4% - computational 

 tion[17] Power Con- Power  cores  on   nodes and 5%.  Jobs nodes are mainly 

   sumption profiling, ML system at   2  octa  core on  entire focused and only 

   in HPC Techniques Job start   processors nodes 15% two  aggregate 

   systems    time        to 3%.Avg metrics  (total 

               8% - 9%  real power and 

                   total  estimated 

                   power)get  

                   compared ,no 

                   any single job 

                   error calculated. 

 

 

Sr Domain  Name   Mechanism Inputs  Tools  Test Bed Energy Sav- Limitations 

No          Used     ings       

18 Power  Finding  Linear  -  Bench- CoMD,  Maximum Analysis of 

 con-  The Limits programming   mark  LULESH error of single message 

 strained  of Power (LP), DVFS,   tool  2.0   1.1%  exchange and 

 appli-  Constrained Nontrivial           MPI processors 
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 cation  applications optimization.           limits  by 

 perfor-  Limit   Run Time           ILP.performance 

 mance on Performance Power            loss  limits 

 HPC[18]    Reallocation           by   power 

                  and energy. 

                  benefits of power 

                  constraints limits 

                  by  LP-derived 

                  schedules  

19 Design-  Janus:  Co- Cirrascale’s Raw data -  NCAR  -   Humidor system 

 ing  HPC Designing cooling  collected   selected    is available  on 

 [19]  HPC   approach, from    an  IBM    a 

limite

d basis 

   Systems and Holistic  the data   POWER    through Dell’s 

   Facilities Design  center    based system    Data  Center 

      Approach           Solutions (DCS) 

                  unit.   

20 Resource Practical RMAP,  Class D -  Vulcan,  System  limited   benefits 

 Manage- Resource Greedy  inputs    which is power  of  adaptive 

 ment in Management algorithm, for  NAS,   a high-end utilization to policy  with 

 HPC [20] in Power- Space search nodes and   BlueGene 31%  (19% threshold.  

   Constrained, Algorithm, time, Op-   /  Q system on average) performance 

   High   (ILP)  erational   located at and  54% of  application 

   Performance technique Threshold   Lawrence (36% on is not clearly 

   Computing   value    Livermore average) measured. job 

        for the   National    turnaround times 

        Adaptive   Laboratory    also not men- 

        policy    (LLNL)    tioned.allocating 

                  power to each 

                  node  result 

                  in  restricted 

                  benefits.  

21 Power  The  Shift Homo-  RAPL  Intel Xeon Bullx DLC Overall 10% performance 

 Con-  from   geneous  mecha- E5-2690 B710 / of energy variability limits 

 sumption, Processor performance nism  (Sandy B720. Intel loss   scalability of 

 Perfor-  Power Con- across    Bridge- Xeon E5-    power  cap 

 mance  sumption multiple   EP) and 2690 (Sandy    regulation. some 

 Varia-  to Perfor- CPU’s and   the Intel Bridge-     additional factors 

 tion[21]  mance  compensated   Xeon E5- EP)  Xeon    are added so that 

   Variations for   hardware   2680 v3 E5-2680    only execution 

      manufacture   (Haswell       time is not 

          -EP)        sufficient metric 

                  any more.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Optimizing the power consumption and increasing 

the per-formance of supercomputer is already a 

challenging task.This survey has presented an 

approach to power consumption of supercomputers 

by combining various tools, models, mecha-nisms 
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which were studied and implemented in the listed 

papers above. Many of the research papers have 

successfully lowered the power consumption by 

some margin.Comparative analysis of the 

mechanisms in these papers helps us to understand 

comparison of energy losses occurred using 

different tools and techniques, and according to the 

survey, Portable Batch System tool (PBS) and 

power capping mechanism are most widely used for 

power optimization.Many approaches were used in 

these papers,such as error rate is approximately less 

than 5% in predictive analysis approach and 

approximately 3% in node variability approach 

whereas approximately 12% power is saved in 

RAPL approach, 5% in support vetor regression 

approach and 30% to 40% in power capping.So we 

conclude power capping mechanism is efficient and 

saves more power than any other technique 

according to the survey and comparitive analysis of 

different techniques.Further we can study about the 

mechanisms which were desribed in these papers 

but were not used much, such as node variability 

processor power optimization,modelling and 

simulation of HPC jobs, and Dynamic duty cycle 

modulation which could also help us in power 

optimization. 
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